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PSIA-AASI Central Division
2020-2021 Election Nominations
By Sally De Lange – Executive Vice President PSIA-AASI C / Brooks Lillehei - ASEA-C Representative to ASEA

T

his has truly been a year that I’m not sure any
of us could have envisioned. With the 20202021 season ready to go, we are still having to
reimagine how to negotiate the coming season.

During the past year, through discussions about
various governing systems and the Policy Governance
(PG) system, the PSIA-AASI Central (PSIA-AASI-C)
Board determined that PG was a good fit. The board
had reached out to an expert in board structures
for consultation, first in respect to a re-write of
the governing documents, and then to conduct a
review of the organizational structure as a whole.
With this determination, two Task Forces were
formed with the charge of re-writing the existing
governance documents and to conduct a review of
the organizational structure as a whole. The proposed
Board of Directors Policy Manual and BYLAWS were
approved by the PSIA-AASI-C Board and are available
for Member review. Please go to By Laws
/ Policies & Procedures /Minutes – PSIAAASI-C (psia-c.org)
The Board recognized that some of its authority for
organizational accomplishment needed to be delegated
to paid staff. The Board has evolved from using an
association management company to a dedicated
Executive Director who has extensive Snowsports
education and Snowsports industry knowledge.
With this evolution, the Board spent a significant
amount of time researching and analyzing the benefits
of reducing the size of the Board of Directors,
including reviewing the other PSIA-AASI Division
Board of Director By-laws. Having a dedicated
Executive Director has allowed the ASEA-Central
Board to reduce the overall size of the board under
Policy Governance.
Research shows that smaller Boards outperform
larger Boards.
Here is a snapshot of why smaller boards can produce
better results:
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• B
 oard directors arrive better prepared and ready to
dig deeply into important issues
• Directors are more committed, candid and engaged
• Increased engagement, less bureaucracy gets
in the way
• More effective communication
• Stronger support network and collaboration
• S maller teams allow for greater accountability,
ownership, autonomy, and flexibility, both in terms
of scheduling — and idea-based changes.
• S mall Boards are more likely to identify and act on
poor performance of CEO
• B
 oard can dedicate more time to tackle issues
in greater detail
• T
 here is less chance of a dominant member swaying
the group and problems with groupthink
• M
 eetings run more smoothly and efficiently
because there is less to manage, coordinate,
facilitate, and are easier to schedule
• M
 eetings tend to be less formal, which makes it
easier for Board Directors to open up and share
ideas — and there is less chance of Board Directors
who don’t actively participate
• D
 irectors know each other better, and such
relationships are more conducive to cohesiveness
and a sense of common purpose
• It’s easier for small Boards to reach a consensus
With all this being said, normally, the Board of
Director nominations would have been held in midNovember. The Board is anticipating moving the
Nomination period to January of the 2021 season.
So, it’s a good time to start thinking about whom you
would like to represent you and your fellow Section
Members. It’s also a great opportunity for you to
be one of the next leaders in Central Division by
becoming a member of the Board of Directors for
PSIA-AASI-C.
continued on back cover

It’s a Bird, It’s a Plane.
No, It’s a Super Instructor!

“

You are Stronger than you believe,
stop doubting yourself!”

– Wonder Woman

By Bradferd Miller, Central Nation Nordic Representative and Education Staff Member*

T

his past November, Central Line magazine Editor Gary Evans called to inquire how things were going in my
new position as Brad is the ski school director at Nub’s Nob. We had a great conversation on this seasons
Orwellian like landscape which is on everyone’s minds. The coronavirus pandemic has touched everyone in
some fashion including the way we live our daily lives. The pandemic has resulted in uncertainty and anxiety among
much of the general population, including Snowsports instructors. The 2021 snowsports season will require many
“Super Instructors” with the super powers to seek education via modern technology, to follow changing protocol,
and above all maintain a high level of enthusiasm.
Exceptional powers will be needed for our super
instructors to battle our invisible foe when teaching
ski and snowboard lessons. More than ever, Super
Instructors will use Instructor senses when perceiving
their students’ emotions allowing time for synthesizing
game plans.

Leaping tall buildings at the speed of light, Super
Instructors will keep lessons moving especially when
“amping up” the fun factor with less standing still time.
With the number of American who have contracted the
virus exceeding 20 million, and increasing in number
each day, Super Instructors will use super powers to
remain fluid with ever changing protocol. Face coverings
— on and off the hill, smaller and different classes,
monitoring, creating “force fields” to maintain a safe
social distance (including lifts), adapting to the elements
as time spent inside the ski lodge will be limited and
incorporating contact/greeting protocol all in effort to
avoid the Kryptonic effects of our invisible foe.

•
•
•
•

Central Division Training Clinics;
Examinations and Webinars;
National Videos/COVID-19 Updates;
Educational reading material (PSIA-AASI Training
Manuals and 32 Degrees Magazine);
• The PSIA-AASI National Web site which currently
contains an article by D-Team member Jennifer
Simpson Weir entitled: “Jennifer Shares Top Tips For
Teaching In The Time of COVID-19.” Tips include
how two people may be riding on a chair, wellness
checks may be required at the resorts and there may
be smaller groups this winter; and
• Yet another article on the PSIA-AASI National Web
Site provides instructors with “Resources For Skiers
And Snowboarders During COVID-19.”
As Super Instructors, we remain committed to the
education of our students and we will ensure that the
fun, games and adventures continue as we battle our
invisible foe.

“Much like teaching snowsports lessons, we adapt
and change constantly to reach the most successful
outcome for everyone.”1

“It’s not what I am underneath, but what I do
that defines me.”
— Batman

— PSIA-AASI National Chair Eliza Kuntz
The Super Instructor Cave
Super Instructors will have many tools available at their
disposal to enrich our teaching skillsets such as:

*Alpine Level III Ski Instructor and Trainer Gary Evans
contributed to the writing of this article.
32 Degrees magazine, Fall 2020, page 4.
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My Ski School Isn’t a
Member of PSIA-AASI!
By Charla Kramer, PSIA-C Marketing and Social Media

O

ver the summers, we receive occasional
inquiries from regular instructors seeking to
attract PSIA-AASI events to their local hills.
Our stock response goes something like this: “We
calendar events at PSIA-AASI Member Schools based
upon demand — we’ll reach out to your Director or
General Manager to see if we can get something going.
Is your school a member school?” More often than
not, the answer, surprisingly, is “no”, or “I think so”,
but many — or most, are not. We are seeking to
change this.

So what does it mean to be a PSIA-AASI Member
School? For one thing, it tells the public that the
instructors at the resort are professionals — trained
and certified to deliver proven lesson content in a safe
and fun environment.

It is tough to catalog the reasons a school might not
officially align themselves with our organization, but it
is easier to list the reasons they should.

For some schools, this support means offering
training and mentoring towards certification. For
others, each level of certification involves a pay raise
or event reimbursement. These resorts recognize that
the “tide of knowledge in their ski school raises all
boats,” so-to-speak.

Member schools have a global perspective on the
value of their membership — they see benefit added
in all that PSIA-AASI offers and recognize something
in the nature of information dissemination. From
the complimentary courses offered to directors
and trainers to the idea sharing that comes via the
directors’ network we support. Member schools
appreciate the discounts they enjoy on bulk book
purchases, for instance.
For well-established schools, the institutions of
our organization, being a member school is a
representation of the credentials and capacity of the
staff, a badge of honor. When a staff is young, and
transient, member schools see value in the process of
certification for student-employees seeking to build
a resume. The school joins to ensure they have the
means to support these young instructors.
In truth, every school and any school is a
“PSIA-AASI school” to some degree. This is
because of, and through the trickle-down effect
that comes from having PSIA-AASI members on
a ski school’s staff, from the lessons that their
instructors took personally, or from information
they’ve found in our manuals or online resources. Yes,
in nearly all lesson content, you’ll find PSIA-AASI
DNA, even if the citations are lacking.
4

Supporting the organization also means backing
the efforts of their staff to achieve further skills and
knowledge. The knowledge of their employees truly
becomes institutional — entrenched as part of the
knowledge of the whole.

Beyond this, member schools demonstrate that they
value the ongoing research and development in which
PSIA-AASI engages, that they recognize the merits of
leading from the top, rather than relying upon their
employees to bring back the seeds to germinate and
grow. Sure this happens too — in all resorts — it is
simply the gesture of support versus benefitting from
the investment of your workers.
“What can I do to encourage my school to become
a member school?”, you may ask? Stay the course.
Continue to move forward with your education and
certification, continue to aid others — both students
and peers as you personify the value of knowledge and
skill building. Be the model representative, value the
source and cite your references. Request training at
your resort tailored to your team. If resort GM’s and
Directors are to support the contributions of PSIAAASI, the benefits must be evident and tangible —
visible on the hill and via customer feedback. We wish
to thank all of our member schools for your support of
PSIA-AASI, and your employees — our members. You
are the fuel that drives our industry forward.

Finding Forward
By Ron Shepard, Central Division Alpine Technical Team

W

e’re all pretty good skiers here, right? We’re
self-aware, proficient, confident. Sadly, we
also tend to lie to ourselves (just a little)
about our skiing, convincing ourselves that we are
achieving, representing, demonstrating something that
we are not. That “thing” we think-we-do-but-don’t is get
forward on our skis. We’re deluding ourselves when we
think we are (sufficiently) there.
I was at a press conference a few years back, and a
reporter asked Mikaela Shiffrin what she was working
on. “Getting forward” she said. That’s right, THE
Mikaela Shiffrin (!) doesn’t think she is forward
enough on her skis. Neither are we.
Think about this: Your toepiece of your bindings is
mounted around the middle of your ski (assuming
you are not on center-mounted twin tips). If you
stand flat on your whole foot inside your ski boots,
the center of your boot (the midsole mark) is behind
the center of your ski by several inches. In a normal,
everyday “straight run,” we tend to stand wholefooted, flexed in our “athletic stance.” We think we’re
forward — after all, our hands are up, right? We’re
not, though; we’re only forward enough to adjust for
our sliding skis — enough to stay upright. We are not
really forward because more forward feels off balance.
Why? Because we know that a position that is levered
forward causes our flat-and-bent skis to feel squirrely,
and squirrely is scary. So we train ourselves to believe
that we are suitably forward on our skis, because
experience says that too far forward is scary.
The answer is just a few degrees away.
When we move not just forward, but forward toward
the edge of the ski — more specifically toward the
edge of the ski we are transferring to through transition,
something entirely different happens. Your ski
responds, it bends, it engages with the snow, where,
a force originates, delivering feedback to your body,
through your lower leg, through your thighs — saying
“trust me”. This force creates a touch-point (honestly,
I don’t know a better word for it) against which we
can move, and act. This spot is sweet (so, it’s a sweet
spot!), and it is fundamental to ski performance at the
top of the turn. We just need to train ourselves to find

and enjoy it, and it is an all-in, immersive sensation:
ankle-flexed, hips and shoulders ahead, like that image
of Leonardo Dicaprio at the bow of the Titanic. “I’m
the King of the World!”
So, how do we find, recognize, and harness that force?
It comes down to familiarity and trust. Personally, I
found it via D-Team member Michael Rogan, who
taught me to ski slowly on one leg, my poles crossed
behind my back. Michael challenged me to make
skidded turns from this awkward position, and I
learned that the only way I could succeed was to
adopt a stance further forward (not levered, but not
comfortably back either) than my normal, casual
stance. I found this exercise then made the task
“outside ski turns” more attainable for me, and I found
that as I practiced them, I began to trust in the power
and capability of my skis’ forebodies — that whole
portion ahead of my toepieces, and I’m beginning to
love it. I brought it to speed, and began to trust the
front to support me when I moved there.
Of course, you are thinking “I know this — I teach it
all the time”, and yet here is where I challenge you: It
isn’t enough. You, I, we — don’t use the front of our
skis to their potential, and our performance is less than
maximum, as a result. Find the front, and grow to love it.
Want to understand more about how forward pressure
works? Check out these two great sources offered by
coach and scientist Ron Kipp.
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/
10.3389/fspor.2020.00025/full

In the first, Alpine Ski Motion Characteristics in Slalom,
the authors explore the grove a ski creates relative to
edge angle, and predictability of radius and trajectory.
This is relevant in understanding that the science of ski
bend is not exactly straightforward, yet the ability to
predict trajectory of the ski increases with edge angle.
Bottom line? Tipping is instrumental to bending.
In the following Youtube video, you’ll see an
actual study of ski tip pressure without the
benefit of edge-engagement.
https://youtu.be/oKWq41ykE2c
see photographs on page 14
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The PSIA-AASI Central
Education Foundation
Takes a New Direction
By Bill Brooks, President, Central Division Education Foundation Board

Y

and techniques within their ranks. The program is
well underway, and has been welcomed by directors
who recognize the value in having Adaptive skilled
instructors within their schools.

This is all correct. The Central Division
organizational charter is to promote and advance
snowsports instruction throughout the Midwest,
and we do this through our education and
certification events.

The Education Foundation is funded by you — the
membership — exclusively through your donations
by way of the “opt-in” box you check when you
pay your national dues. (We currently receive about
$1,700 in donations annually). This unassuming little
box has a great deal of power: If all 3,400 members
of the Central Division donated just $10 each, our
Foundation could use the $34,000 generated to
provide scholarships and expand a new initiative —
a very timely social direction much needed within
our sport.

ou know your organization as the “education”
and “certification” body of ski and snowboard
instructors. Perhaps you see our role as
membership administrators and event organizers.
In most cases, you know us through our education
staff- those tasked with presenting and certifying the
National Standards.

Did you know that there is another PSIA-AASI
entity in the Central Division? That second body
is our Education Foundation. The EF operates
independently of the Association, and serves a
different community minded purpose. In recent
years, the Foundation has directed its support toward
Adaptive Snowsports Education. The Foundation
supported the distribution of Adaptive manuals to
members who requested one, along with a program
in which member schools are able to arrange for an
Adaptive certification opportunity to one instructor
per school at no charge. This program set out to
seed schools with Adaptive certified instructors who
could then spread awareness of Adaptive instruction
6

Teaching snowsports has been an important
pathway for many people from the Central
Division. Sometimes, a snowsports career pathway,
but just as often a conduit for growth and
advancement that any and every journey represents.
Think about this in context of young instructors at
your school: you have watched them gain confidence,
not only in their skiing or riding, but also in their
ability to lead, guide, and present information. For
many, this growth has led to opportunities beyond
their local resort. Their credentials earned in the

Central Division have opened doors at resorts in
Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Wyoming, and
California. Our members have worked abroad as well,
in New Zealand, Australia, Argentina and Japan.
The paradox is that as fluid a conduit as exists for
instructors to travel with their credential, our sport,
our industry is not without boundaries and obstacles.
Some of these are financial — skiing and riding is
expensive. Some are cultural — we tend to become
riders and skiers through our families or cohorts who
also ski or ride — often generations deep. Others are
less tangible, and the environment of our sport.
In many respects, we lack diversity and can have the
appearance of being exclusive in whom we welcome to
the slopes.
The goal of making snowsports more inviting,
inclusive and accessible is a natural fit for our
education foundation. For those who aspire to a
career in teaching snowsports, yet the barrier to entry
is financial, we can help though your donations, and
donations are a pretty easy “ask” of our members. For

those for whom the barriers are the intangibles, the
cultural boundary, lack of familiarity or similarity, our
work will be more of a challenge. We need to engage
in a concerted effort to engage in outreach — to be
welcoming, informative, and inviting. Two steps must
be taken in this respect. First, to ensure we are aware of
our biases and barriers. Second, to communicate and
promote opportunities in snowsports participation and
careers.
This is the renewed focus of our education foundation,
a long term objective to encourage diversity, to grow
the sport and break from the limitations of traditional
pathways to participation. A family doesn’t need a
legacy of snowsports participation to start a tradition of
skiing or riding, simply awareness, interest, and access.
No one should feel as though a career in snowsports
is unavailable to them. The opportunities to take
that career as far as possible, locally, nationally and
internationally should be viable for all.
You can help by making a donation to
the foundation, and by joining us in
our effort to diversify the sport.

National PSIA Alpine Team Members demonstrating synchro-skiing at Interski, March 2019.
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Synchronicity — An Argument for
Synchronized Skiing and Riding
By Ron Shepard

W

hen did you last synchro-ski?
Did you do it with a peer, or teach your
students to align their turns?

Did you do it to analyze the movements of someone in
your class?
Synchro skiing is a sometimes under-recognized tool
in our teaching tool bag, and it may be time for that
to change.
So what is synchro-skiing? It is when a group of skiers
seek to time their movements in order to represent a
pattern. The International Skiing Federation says it is
“... two or more people (riding) in a synchronized,
asynchronized, consecutive way (skiing in formation).”
Synchronized skiing is actually a pretty unique form of
sports performance — there are not many other activities
that require the duplication/replication of mechanics
between partners — at least not many in which terrain
variations become a significant factor. Sure, there is ice
skating, dancing, synchronized swimming — in all of
those, the surface remains a constant.
8

In skiing or riding, not-so-much — the terrain
varies underneath us in pitch and texture, powder
density differs due to wind pack and the tracks
beneath the fluff. Synchronized Skiing is a blend of
performance modulation, timing, sensory acuity,
spatial awareness, even choreography. In action,
it is a continuous tee-up of the teaching tool “the
anticipatory set” — a hook that draws in the student.
Synchro skiing and riding is like no other sport in this
blend of skills.
It can be as simple as the “follow me” approach used
by many instructors, or as complex as the high energy,
high-speed demonstrations performed at the World
Synchro Skiing Championships or Interski.
Adaptive instructors who tether their students recognize
the importance of synchro-skiing — without this
skill they would become as much of a liability to their
student as an aid — when that student is going left, the
person tethering had best also be going left! Similarly,
ski patrollers need to anticipate and adapt to the
movements of their peers when managing a toboggan.

Insightful instructors often match the mechanics of
their students while skiing behind them, in order to
identify “cues” that will lead to change. They do this
by sensing what is different in their students skiing
from their own, and alternating techniques until they
can verbalize or represent the mechanical adjustment
most likely to lead to positive change: “Bob — When I
was skiing your turns, I noticed that you transfer your
weight later than I do. How about you synchronize
with me, watch for my weight transfer and seek to
duplicate the timing. I’ll make it obvious, and we’ll
start with a turn to the left. Ready?”

and teaching your group to ski or ride in formation
is a fun way to introduce spatial awareness, to break
timing and turn shape habits in your group, and to
introduce concepts useful in racing, skiing moguls,
and skiing in the trees — because like these scenarios,
synchronized skiing is skiing to someone else’s rhythm.
And, synchronized skiing is great fun because it is
challenging to both fellow instructors and students.

In fact, examiners view synchronized skiing as
so important a skill, it has been included as an
“applied task” in the Instructor Development
Pathway (IDP). Applied tasks are those in which the
skier or rider must modify their application of skills
in order to navigate the task at hand, and adjusting
ones own skill use to match or complement another
person or persons fits this description nicely.

Snowboarder? Take a look at the fun clip from the
Hunter Mountain Park Crew — and then go make
your own video (there are no hits for SynchroSlopestyle, which seems like a crime).

Following-and-Matching your students’ turns is one
of the best ways to gain skill at synchronized skiing,

You can find great examples of synchro skiing online —
a YouTube search of “Powder 8’s, or “Synchro Skiing”
yields hours of content to enjoy.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=nXGwaiLfcVI
Take time this season to improve your ability to ski or
ride in synchro!

National PSIA Alpine Team Members demonstrating synchro-skiing at Interski, March 2019.
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Teach Your Kids How to Jump
By Chuck Roberts

I

t is not unusual to have some of your students
hound you to do a class on jumping. Jumping
moves are an integral part of snowboarding and
skiing especially with the evolution of noncontact
features in the terrain park. So why not teach a jumping
class. Many of your students have probably already
tried jumping with various degrees of success, so here
is a chance to enhance their skiing/riding skills. The
following is a progression for beginning jumping that
has worked in the past and may be useful in your future
lessons. First, let’s look at Figure 1 which describes the
basic nomenclature for a jump according to ASTM
(Reference 1) and is used throughout the article.

Figure 1

According to PSIA (Reference 2), using a jump
(non-contact feature) has four phases: approach,
takeoff, maneuver and landing (ATML). Figure 1
depicts the approach where the skier/rider adjusts
speed and position ready for the maneuver. The takeoff
is the upslope (takeoff transition) that governs how
much air the skier/rider might achieve. The maneuver
(straight air, 180, 360, etc.) occurs over the deck. The
landing area is where the skier/rider regains contact
and control on the snow.
Straight Air on Skis
For the beginning jumpers, practicing first jumps on
a roller with a very mild takeoff transition, as shown
in Figure 2, is helpful. The student experiences the
lift from the jump while minimizing the backward
rotation usually caused by a more rounded transition
and lip (lippy). Also when using a standard jump there
is the possibility of a timid jumper traveling slowly
and landing on the deck, again another advantage of
initially using a roller.
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Figure 2

Static exercises with and without skis before dynamic
exercises are a basic tenant of ski/snowboard
instruction. Static exercises such as flexion and
extension of the knees and ankles help your students
on jumping positioning and dynamics. Make sure
your students stay over their skis while flexing/
extending and that they do not sit back, which occurs
if the student only flexes their knees, rather than both
ankles and knees. It is important at this early stage to
make sure the skier’s stance is vertical and not leaning
excessively forward or backward. Have your students
practice a gliding wedge with different wedge angles to
observe their ability to adjust speed at the approach.
A wedge is an appropriate way to adjust speed since
the upper body should be facing downhill. Short turns
can work, but after the turns are completed, the upper
body must be facing downhill. Speed adjustment
is necessary for regulating the desired height your
students wish to achieve. Showing your class the roller
you plan to use with an explanation of what is next
is helpful in that they will know what to expect. Talk
about riding up the transition and down the landing
area and review ATML. If the roller is in the terrain
park, review PARK SMART (terrain park policies,
Reference 3). Check for proper positioning before
the first run, feet shoulder width apart, proper skiing
stance, etc.
Now, for the first run, have your students straight run
over the roller without getting any air. This allows
them to feel the compression at the takeoff transition,
the sensation of unweighting, the lift at the takeoff
and the compression upon landing. Check for sitting
back/stance, insufficient flexion and extension, etc.

For those sitting back at the takeoff, a little advice on
maintaining shin-boot tongue pressure or projecting
the upper body slightly forward may help. Next, take
the students to a higher location on the hill above the
roller and repeat several times — each time at a slightly
higher speed. Some will start getting air, which is the
purpose of the lesson, a straight air.
Finally, introduce the pop: a bodily movement at
the lip which helps get more air. Statically have the
students flex the knees and ankles and push down
quickly, extending the knees and ankles. (Throwing
the arms in the air should be avoided because this
typically causes unwanted backward rotation and
difficulty at the landing). The push down exercise
should result in them getting a little air statically (the
pop). The next step is to ski over the roller and pop
at the lip. This should enhance their degree of air
time. Pop timing is important here. Some are anxious
and pop too early, others may be too late, so correct
accordingly. Repetition goes a long way toward getting
your students comfortable with the straight air over the
roller.
If everyone is getting air over the roller, there may be
time to try a small jump with a lip and a minimal deck.
The important thing to emphasize here is to maintain
shin-boot pressure with a slight forward projection at
the lip to avoid rotating backward and landing on the
tails of the skis. First, try the jump without the pop
since the lip should give some air. Then, add the pop
for those who want more air. Keep an eye on body
position especially leaning backward at the lip and
correct accordingly. Emphasize PARK SMART when
in the terrain park.
A

C

B

D

Figure 3

Figure 3 shows a student performing a relatively good
straight air practice run. Figure 3A shows the approach
adjusting speed with a wedge. Figure 3B is skiing up
the takeoff transition with body position over the skis
and slightly forward. The maneuver, getting straight
air, did not occur since this is a first practice, but
positioning is fine (Figure 3C). Notice the compression
of the knees and ankles from skiing up the takeoff
transition which occurs with varying degrees,
depending on the radius of the takeoff transition.
Finally, the landing (Figure 3D) is in a good skiing
position.
A

B

C

D

E

Figure 4

Figure 4 shows what may happen to a student who
is leaning back while performing the straight air. In
Figure 4A, the skier is performing a good approach,
adjusting speed with the wedge. In Figure 4B, the
skier is riding up the takeoff transition with a slight
backward lean. (Notice the stiff ankles.) Figure 4C
shows the student getting air but leaning back, as
indicated by the tails of the skis being much lower than
the tips. Figures 4D and 4E show the consequences of
“back seat driving.” Here a little static practice sensing
shin-boot tongue pressure in the boots with a slight
forward projection would be helpful. However, only
a slight projection forward is necessary. Too much
forward projection results in the condition shown in
Figure 5.
continued on page 12
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continued from page 11

It is important to pop by pushing down, not by
throwing the upper body and arms upward (hucking)
which tends to cause uncontrollable upper body
movements, an undesirable rotation or tumble and
difficulties in landing. This progression and exercises
have worked well in the past, but are not considered an
exclusive way to present a straight air lesson for skiers.
Straight Air on a Snowboard
The beginning straight air goal on a snowboard also
utilizes ATML as follows: approach the jump adjusting
speed by slipping to the rider’s open side or short pivot
turns. Flatten the board and ride up the transition with
flexed knees and ankles making sure the shoulders and
hips are aligned with the board. At the takeoff, push
down (the pop). The maneuver is the straight air and
the landing is with flexion at the landing area (landing
on egg shells).
Figure 5
A

B

C

D

A

E

Figure 6

Figure 6 shows the student performing a good straight
air with a pop. At the takeoff transition, the student is
flexed with center of mass projected forward (Figure
6A). At the lip (Figure 6B), the student pushes down,
getting a lift from the pop as well as the lip. As a result
of the slight projection forward, the skier is in the air
with the body rotating slightly forward in Figures 6C
and 6D, and finally landing with absorption (landing
on eggshells). Figure 6E
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Practice static exercises with and without the
snowboard before riding over the roller which entails
flexing and extending the knees and ankles while
holding the proper A-Frame stance; shoulders and
hips aligned with the long axis of the board. Flexing
and extending to get some air statically, as shown in
Figure 7, is helpful. This is an important aspect of
your student’s stance since many have a slight upper
body twist toward the heel side (open stance). This can
cause rotation of the rider when traveling over a jump,
resulting in a partial shifty. If the snowboard rotates
during this static exercise, then there is a slight upper
body twist that should be corrected.
B

C

Figure 7

Figure 7 is the static exercise where the rider flexes the
knees and ankles, pushes down quickly to get a little air
and lands with flexion. If your students perform this
static exercise without board rotation, they are ready
for the roller. If the roller is in the terrain park, review
PARK SMART.

A

B

A

B

C

D

C

Figure 8

Figure 8A shows what happens to a rider who has an
upper body twist (riding open). When pushing down
(Figure 8B) and getting air, the board tends to align
with the twisted hips, causing rotation upon landing
(Figure 8C). This should be corrected prior to trying
the roller. If not corrected, the landing could be
difficult, possibly resulting in a slam.
A

B

C

D

Figure 10

Figure 10 illustrates the classic problem when riding
open and approaching a jump. In Figure 9A, the rider
has an upper body twist toward the heel side (riding
open). This stance tends to straighten out the leading
leg and collapse the trailing leg, resulting in a shift of
the center of mass toward the tail. Figure 10B has the
rider’s center of mass over the tail of the board and
an upper body twist. In Figure 10C, the rider gets
air, but the board aligns with the upper body and the
rider lands with the board nearly perpendicular to the
direction of travel (Figure 10D). Static exercises (Figure
7) and practice riding with the correct A-Frame stance
are helpful here.
A

Figure 9

Figure 9 shows the ingredients of a reasonably good
straight air on a snowboard. In Figure 9A, the rider,
having controlled speed at the approach, is riding up
the takeoff transition in good A-Frame stance with
shoulders and hips aligned with the board. In Figure
9B and 9C, the rider has reached the lip and travels
over the roller in good form with slight air. Figure 9D
shows the landing. This is an example of a desirable
outcome for the first straight air exercise over a roller.

Nordic Education
Staff Member
Amy Powell at
Nub’s Nob, with
Junior Academy
participants

B

C

D

E

Figure 11

continued on page 14
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Figure 11 shows a rider approaching the transition
with center of mass toward the tail (Figure 11A).
Although the shoulder and hips are aligned, the center
of mass toward the tail results in difficulty at the
transition (Figure 11B) and in controlling the board in
the air (Figure 11C), since the takeoff transition tends
to shift the upper body toward the tail. The rider lands
on edge (Figure 11D), but manages to recover (Figure
11E). Riding practice with the proper A-Frame stance
will certainly help here while performing the straight
air, as well as emphasizing a flat board when riding up
the takeoff transition.
A

B

Introducing your students to the beginning straight air
will probably be a big hit because it is a challenge and
is great fun! This maneuver/learning experience may
also reveal deficiencies in normal skiing/riding. For
instance, skiing with center of mass toward the tails
will be magnified when attempting elementary jumps.
The consequences of riding open will be magnified
when trying to land a straight air. Teaching the straight
air will add to your bag of tricks in helping students
with their normal skiing/riding and contribute to a
successful outcome in your more advanced lessons.
References

C

Figure 12

After your students have been getting some air and
landing properly, introducing the pop adds a new
dimension to the straight air, namely more height. A
static exercise such as pushing down quickly is helpful
here. Observe the degree of air your students get with
this static exercise (Figure 7). A good outcome is to
get a little air and land with flexion. Figure 12 shows a
reasonably good pop. In Figure 12A, the rider is flexed
traveling up the takeoff transition. In Figure 12B, the
rider pushes down at the lip gaining additional height
when compared to the straight air over a roller. Figure
12C shows flexion to absorb the landing (landing on
egg shells).
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1. ASTM F3237-18, Standard Terminology Relating to
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Society for Testing and Materials, 100 Barr Harbor Drive,
West Conshohcken, PA 19428, 2018.
2. “Freestyle Technical Manual, Professional Ski Instructors
of America, American Association of Snowboard
Instructors,” pages 50-51, American Snowsports
Education Association, Inc., 2016.
3. PARK SMART, Terrain Park Safety, National Ski Areas
Association, 133 S. Van Gordon Street, Suite 300,
Lakewood, CO 80228.
4. Roberts, C., “Big Air Starts with Small Air,” The
Professional Skier, Spring 2008.
5. Roberts, C., Roberts, J., “Tune up your Frontside Air
360’s,” 32 Degrees, Winter 2009.

Chuck Roberts teaches at Wilmot Mountain in
Wisconsin. He is a Level III Ski Instructor, a Level
II Snowboard Instructor and Level I Freestyle
Specialist. He has been teaching skiing since 1970
and snowboarding since 1987.

Demonstrating the skiing on one ski maneuver, referred to on page 5.
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Nominations for the 2021 open seats on the Board
will be available in mid to late January 2021.
Nomination information will be available on the
Central Division website – http:/www.psia-c.org.
Nomination Requirements:
Members in good standing can nominate any other
member in good standing who meets the criteria listed
below. Members may also nominate themselves if they
feel that they have what it takes to be a leader in the
Snowsports industry. Members in good standing are
defined by the following:
• L
 egal resident of the United States, has a
Snowsport work affiliation and permanent
residence within the ASEA-C geographic boundary
• Has three or more consecutive years
as a Certified Member
• Is at least 18 years of age
• Is up to date with dues and education credits
The anticipated 2021 seats being filled this election cycle are
listed below. Your participation and vote are really important!
Please consider becoming a member of the leadership team.
All open positions are for three-year terms.
• Alpine Section 4 — (1 seat) representing members in
Michigan, East of Hwy 77 in the Upper Peninsula and
north of Hwy 57 (in the “mitten”). Note: As a result of
the reduction of the number of Directors that comprise the
Board and to stagger the number of Directors elected to
the Board each year, for this election, the term of this seat
shall be one year. After this election, the term of this seat
shall be three-years.

• A
 daptive Representative (1 seat) —
representing all Sections
Who would you like to see nominated for the
upcoming 2021 Board of Directors election? It’s never
too early to start working on possible candidates!
If being on the Board of Directors is not your thing,
there are many opportunities to participate and help
shape the future direction of our Division:
• Volunteer to participate on committees
• Introduce new ideas and participate in moving
initiatives forward
• S hare experiences by submitting articles
for the Central Line publication
• P
 rovide feedback and suggestions to improve
the Central Line, PSIA-C Website and Facebook
• E
 nroll in a Webinar event or plan to take an on-snow
event this winter - https://psia-c.org/events-calendar/
• S ubmit and share photos for use in the Central Line,
on the PSIA-C Website and Facebook
• A
 dvertise in the Central Line publication, on the
PSIA-C Website and Facebook
Please take the time to get involved! Everyone’s
participation is important!
Feel free to contact our Executive Director, Ron Shepard
at ron@psia-c.org or call 231-335-4627, to discuss your
ideas! Division Contact Information - http://www.
psia-c.org/about-us/contact-us/

